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Athletic scholarships average $8,707 
nationwide; xavier athletes in some 
sports also face tuition challenges
golf, soccer and cross country (among other sports) don’t necessarily recieve full athlectic scholarships at 
xavier. freshman rachel Levi, Senior Jon enders and Junior Becky clark pictured left to right.
Registration for math classes leaves professors ambiguous
KATie roSenBAum
News Editor 
He isn’t going anywhere
It goes without saying that every 
high school athlete in the country 
at one time has dreams of mak-
ing it to the next level. The next 
level meaning going to college 
and relieving their parents of any 
financial stress by being granted a 
full athletic scholarship. In short, 
their life will be set for them upon 
reaching the promised land of a 
college scholarship.
In reality, this story simply is 
not the case.
Excluding basketball and foot-
ball, the average college athlete re-
ceives $8,707 in scholarship money 
per year. The number is often lower 
in sports with greater numbers of 
participants. For instance, baseball 
and track teams often dip below 
$2,000 in the average scholarship 
money per player.
“That’s one of the biggest sur-
prises for a high school athlete, and 
particularly their parents, who were 
banking on getting most of this 
education paid for,” said Xavier As-
sociate Vice President and Athletic 
Director Mike Bobinski. “It’s really 
a shock when they find out that in a 
lot of sports, in fact the majority of 
sports, the myth of the full scholar-
ship is just that.”
As a private school, Xavier does 
not release the figures on how much 
scholarship money is allotted to 
each individual athlete. However, 
with students being forced to pay 
the majority of the roughly $36,547 
(incoming freshman total) of the 
Xavier tuition on their own, they 
are often forced to seek different 
avenues of payment.
“One way that you can counter 
[the gap] is when you recruit kids 
that have great academic back-
grounds, they can combo athletic 
aid with academic aid that they 
Students registering for math-
ematics classes for the Fall 2008 
semester can no longer register 
based on  professor preferences. 
In the course catalog, professors 
are listed as “To be announced” for 
all math classes. 
This decision was made in part 
because “the fall schedule is hard 
for the department to predict this 
year because of retirements, medi-
cal leaves and sabbaticals,” said Dr. 
Gary Lewandowski, chair of the 
mathematics department. 
Therefore, if professors’ names 
were put in the course catalog, 
there is a chance that they would 
be moved to teach another sec-
tion. Dr. Lewandowski said that 
“it’s more honest for me to not 
publicize a name because a name 
in print appears to be something of 
a promise.”
Another reason why the math 
department has not listed professors 
is because of a large number of stu-
dents tried to lie and appeal to Dr. 
Lewandowski in order to get into a 
particular section of a class. 
They allegedly would make up 
various excuses in order to try to get 
written into certain sections. Usu-
ally, they want to get into a section 
for a certain professor, rather than 
to avoid another professor. 
 Dr. Lewandowski said that 
“after about 50 of these students, 
I began to think this was a severe 
waste of my time because it made 
it hard to help the students who 
really did have scheduling issues 
or really would benefit from a par-
ticular instructor despite the closed 
section.” 
Dr. Lewandowski said that once 
the professors are listed, if a student 
has issues with a professor after 
having him or her in a previous 
class, he will try to work out the 
situation with the student. 
Dr. Lewandowski has not re-
ceived complaints about the lack 
of professors listed in the course 
catalog while the bursar’s office 
said they have received questions 
regarding math classes. 
No set date to announce profes-
sors has been named yet. Lewan-
dowski said that once schedules 
are figured out, professors will be 
announced. 
This is not a permanent change 
for the math department as “ide-
ally, our departmental staffing will 
solidify and I will have enough cer-
tainty that I can put names on future 
schedules,” said Lewandowski. 
The math department is continu-
ally trying to find the best profes-
sors and offering the best classes 
for students. They use student 
evaluations, peer observation and 
faculty mentoring programs to 
improve teaching. Also, members 
of the math department attend 
multiple departmental seminars and 
workshops. 
Students are giving professors 
from the math department an aver-
age effectiveness rating of over four 
on a five point scale. 
Furthermore, “students who 
report working six hours or more 
a week on their courses rarely de-
scribe their professors with a rating 
less than effective (four rating) and 
most describe professors as very 
effective (five rating), according to 
the Fall 2007 student evaluations. 
In addition to the math depart-
ment not listing professors, the 
communication arts department 
has also an unusually high number 
of classes with professors listed as 
TBA. Dr. Indra de Silva, depart-
ment chair of the communications 
arts department, said that this high 
number is due to the department 
earned because of their credentials 
coming in,” Bobinski said.
Every athlete is still subject to 
the published and established stan-
dards of academic aid of the uni-
versity for scholarship distribution, 
and if they meet those standards 
will significantly defray the cost of 
their education.
Xavier’s athletic department 
does house three sports that are 
“head count sports,” meaning that 
the NCAA mandates that the indi-
vidual scholarships for those sports 
cannot be split up among multiple 
student-athletes. Those three sports 
are men’s and women’s basketball 
and volleyball.
The other 13 sports programs 
rely on equivalency scholarships 
which award partial scholarships to 
a large number of student-athletes 
from a smaller number of allotted 
scholarships per sport. 
In addition, student-athletes of-
hiring new faculty and finding 
adjunct professors to teach the 
classes. 
These listed communication 
classes will be offered as long as 
there is student demand for the 
classes. 
De Silva said he has a number 
of professors in mind for teaching 
these classes, but until they sign 
contracts, they cannot be put into 
the system and listed as professors 
at Xavier. 
ten face numerous other challenges 
that the average student does not 
have to deal with.
For instance, in order to partici-
pate in their given sport, the athletes 
must commit large amounts of their 
time to practices and games, which 
may become a hindrance to their 
integration into the university as 
a whole.
“We spend a lot of time with 
each other. It’s good bonding for the 
team,” said Matt Kleifges, a fresh-
man second baseman on the Xavier 
baseball team. “We all have the 
same interests. We are all alike.”
Although the recognition of 
commonalities among fellow ath-
letes is an undoubtedly positive 
aspect of college athletics, the sacri-
fice of a diverse social life can often 
leave a student-athlete striving for 
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Xavier’s long-standing ROTC 
program, recognized as the best 
medium-sized program and best 
overall program of the 137 in 
the Eastern United States, hosted 
the ninth annual ROTC “Best 
Ranger Competition” on Saturday, 
April 12, where Xavier cadets Eric 
Showman, sophomore, and Justin 
Hilderbrand, freshman, proved 
victorious.
The Best Ranger Competition 
is an all-day event where cadets 
compete in a series of seven tasks 
challenging them mentally and 
physically. 
Out of 27 competing two-man 
teams from universities across 
Ohio, Indiana and Tennessee, 
Showman and Hilderbrand came 
out on top. “Their performance dur-
ing the event was extraordinary,” 
said Lt. Col. Patrick Hampton, 
the chair of the Military Science 
Department. The two cadets com-
pleted the culminating 10km Ruck 
Run—a run in full uniform and 
equipment—in just 53 minutes. 
Before the Ruck Run, the teams 
competed in a long day of events. 
These events included the one rope 
Amy Windhorst
Campus News Editor
bridge, land navigation, basic rifle 
marksmanship and a hand grenade 
assault course. Not all events 
were physical—cadets also had to 
complete a mentally challenging 
patrolling test, which assessed their 
knowledge of squad tactics.
The events took place at vari-
ous locations around the Cincin-
nati area. Beginning with an Army 
Physical Fitness Test at Norwood 
High School Stadium, the cadets 
later moved to venues such as 
Mount Airy Forest, Lunken Air-
port and the Xavier University 
Armory.
Other universities competing 
included University of Cincinnati, 
University of Dayton, Kent State 
University and last year’s winner, 
Central State University. There 
were a total of 12 competing uni-
versities, with each entering two, 
three or four teams, while Xavier 
entered seven teams into the com-
petition.
“All seven of the Xavier teams 
did an excellent job in represent-
ing our school,” said senior Cadet 
Matthew Leck, event coordinator 
and previous competition winner. 
“Their motivations were high and 
they never gave up.” 
The Best Ranger Competition 
plays important leadership and 
team-building roles in Xavier’s 
ROTC community. “The success-
ful completion of all Best Ranger 
events requires the two-person 
teams to utilize the skills of time 
management, self-discipline, team-
work, communication, decision-
making and ultimately, discover 
the limits of their physical endur-
ance,” said Hampton. Sixty-three 
of Xavier’s 83 Cadets are on full 
scholarship. Each member con-
tributes to the program’s success. 
“Even the non-competitors work 
together to make sure the events 
run smoothly,” said Leck. 
 
Cadet Austin riker participates in the Army physical Fitness test at 
norwood high school stadium.
Cadet Mason Rick exhibits his physical prowess during the first 
event in the ranger Competition.
Xavier entered seven two-man teams to compete with Cadets 
from 12 other universities.
Events included the one rope bridge, rifle marksmanship and land 
navigation.
Xavier hosts ROTC Best Ranger Competition
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All photos courtesy XU rotC
sophomore Eric showman, left, and Freshman Justin hilderbrand, right, 
accept their trophies after a long day of competition.
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KElly shAW 
Senior News Editor 
After uncertainties about the 
Ghana and India Academic Service 
Learning Semesters, it has been an-
nounced that Ghana should return 
in spring 2010. However, there 
currently are no scheduled trips for 
the India semester. 
Administrative members of the 
Academic Service Learning Com-
mittee remain optimistic, but some 
students are dissatisfied by the re-
structuring of the ASLS program. 
Academic Affairs is coping 
with similar issues, as they hire an 
executive director for International 
Education—the position that will 
supervise ASLS and other study 
abroad programs beginning in the 
2008-2009 school year.
In February of this year, Associ-
ate Provost for Academic Affairs 
Dr. Kandi Stinson stated that it was 
time for the university to “take in-
ventory” of the ASLS.  She believes 
the new executive director will lead 
that effort.  
“The University is hiring an ex-
ecutive director who will report to 
the associate provost for Academic 
Affairs, and who will oversee not 
only ASLS, but also Study Abroad, 
English as a Second Language and 
International Student Services,” 
Stinson said.
 She continued, “Each of those 
programs will continue to have its 
own director, but it will 
now be organizationally 
united within the area of 
International Education, 
and once the Learning 
Commons is completed, 
they will be spatially unit-
ed as well.”  
The committee to hire 
the new executive director 
has narrowed their search 
down to several finalists, 
who will be interviewed 
during the last part of the 
semester.  
Despite the adminis-
tration’s efforts to smooth 
out the rough process of 
restructuring the ASLS, 
students have still expressed frus-
tration.  
Interim Director of the Aca-
demic Service Learning Semesters 
Dr. Irene Hodgson said that most 
student complaints relate to the 
fact that Ghana will not be offered 
in 2009.  However, Hodgson also 
clarified that India was never origi-
nally scheduled for the 2008-2009 
school year.  
“I cannot be sure at this point 
when, or if, the India program will 
be offered,” said Hodgson.    
Since 2005, the international 
programs have been on a two-
years-on, one-year-off rotation. 
Therefore, Ghana and Nicaragua 
would have been offered in spring 
2009 and India would have been 
offered in fall 2009. However, the 
current plan for 2008-2009 is to 
offer the Urban semester in the 
fall and Nicaragua in the spring. 
In 2009-2010, the  Urban semester, 
Nicaragua and Ghana are sched-
uled to be offered. 
Hodgson understands the frus-
tration felt by students who came 
to Xavier for the ASLS, especially 
those students who applied to 
Ghana for this year and were not 
accepted because now they may 
not have another chance to go.  Her 
solution is to create more ASLS 
opportunities in the future.  
“The Academic Service Learn-
ing Committee with the adminis-
tration is looking carefully at our 
programs to be sure that we con-
tinue to offer quality programs with 
the necessary infrastructure.…I 
would like to see more institutional 
encouragement and training for 
faculty to lead these programs, 
and would like to connect with 
more majors and programs to find 
ways to make these programs work 
for their students,” said Hodgson. 
“With the proper support and staff-
ing, there could be more programs 
offered in more countries so that 
more students might take advan-
tage of these opportunities,” said 
Hodgson.   
As it stands, students will have 
the opportunity to take part in the 
Urban and Nicaragua semesters 
in the 2008-2009 school year, but 
alumni of both programs believe 
the closer trips are just as beneficial 







newswire photo by John laFollette
Ghana semester to return, India’s fate undecided
photo courtesy of meghan snyder
it is not known if students will have the opportunity to travel to india, 
like these students did during the fall of 2007. 
Ashley Williams, lauren meissman, Abbie larkin and John laFollette are cur-
rently in Ghana.  students will be able to travel to Ghana in spring 2010.
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-paid Advertisement-
April 7, 8:54 p.m.— An of-
ficer on routine patrol discovered 
a liquid oxygen tank leaking at the 
Zumbiel Packaging site.  Norwood 
Fire Department responded and 
shut it off.
April 8, 11:34 p.m.— A stu-
dent reported a small amount of 
prescription pain medication stolen 
from an unlocked room in Kuhl-
man Hall.
April 9, 1:40 p.m.— A student 
reported harassment by an ex-ac-
quaintance. 
April 10, 12:03 a.m.— Three 
students playing basketball in A-lot 
were cited for underage consump-
tion of alcohol.
April 10, 8:59 a.m.— A student 
who continued to park his or her 
vehicle in violation was booted and 
cited for failing to cooperate with 
university policy.
April 10, 3:24 p.m.— A student 
reported the theft of a cell phone 
from the first floor lobby of Gal-
lagher.
April 10, 3:54 p.m.— A non-
student suspected of stealing the 
previously stated cell phone was 
seen playing games in the building. 
The student was interviewed, issued 
a trespass warning letter and sent on 
his or her way.
 
April 10, 10:25 a.m.— A 
non-student in Edgecliff 
Hall asking for candy and 
looking for a restroom was 
escorted off campus. 
April 11, 3:45 p.m.— Campus 
Police investigated the report of 
a loud party in the 1900 block of 
Wayland Avenue.  They were un-
able to locate anyone at the resi-
dence, but numerous beer cans were 
observed on the lawn.
April 11, 4:23 p.m.— A student 
reported being harassed by other 
students.
April 12, 2:43 a.m.— A student 
being assisted by two other students 
on a bench near Kuhlman Hall was 
cited for underage consumption.
 
BRIEFS
Katie rosenbaum, Editor 
News Desk: 745-3607
newswire-news@xavier.edu
The opening reception for the 
First Peace and Justice Art Show 
will be held on Thursday, April 
17, from 4 to 5 p.m. on the third 
floor of Gallagher. The show will 
run through May 19. All pieces, 
submitted by the Xavier com-
munity, will reflect a theme on 
peace and justice in today’s world. 
For information, contact Patrick 
Welage at welage@xavier.edu or 
at x3768. 
Art show 
The men of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc. are looking for 
support for one of their national 
initiatives. The March of Dimes 
will be collecting donations from 
11 a.m.-2 p.m. until Friday, April 
25 on the first floor of the Galla-
gher Student Center . The organi-
zation is going to match the funds 
raised throughout this week.  Con-
tact sigmagamma1906@xavier.
edu for question or concerns. 
March of Dimes  
The Xavier University Student 
Government Association Execu-
tives, Voices of Solidarity, Stu-
dent Organization of Latinos and 
Earthbread are sponsoring their 
second annual rummage sale. The 
two day sale is held from 1 to 5 
p.m on Thursday, April 24 and 
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m on Friday, 
April 25. The rummage sale will 
be held on the greenspace in front 
of Gallagher. The proceeds of this 
rummage sale will go to the Nica-
raguan Scholarship fund, which 
benefits Latin-American college 
students from the families that 
Xavier students stay with during 
the Service Learning Semester in 
Nicaragua. If you would like to 
donate to the rummage sale, there 
will be tables for drop-off from 2 
to 4 p.m. on Sunday, April 20 and 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Tuesday, April 
22. Contact Kari Huske at x3534 for 
more information. 
Rummage sale
Join Peer Leadership Team 
for the final event in the Advanc-
ing Leadership Series, a panel of 
graduating student leaders reflect-
ing on the lessons learned through 
their involvement experiences. 
Lessons Learned will take place 
from 1-2:30 p.m. on Friday, April 
18 in the Conaton Boardroom. 
The panel includes: Emmanuel 
Ofori, Katy Murphy, Chris Heit-
ker, Rosie Swan, Kyle Agar and 
Keyona Gullett. The discussion 
will be facilitated by Maggie 
Meyer, president of SGA, and Dr. 
Kimberlie Goldsberry, executive 
director of Student Involvement. 
Contact PLT at xuplt@xavier.edu 
or x3662. 
Panel discussion
The Xavier Costa Rica study 
abroad program is now accepting 
applications for its intersession 
classes offered next year. A biol-
ogy major class and a non-biol-
ogy major class are being offered 
that will satisfy three credits 
of the science core curriculum 
requirement. Interested students 
should contact Dr. Brent Blair at 
x4898 or Blairb@xavier.edu or 
Dr. George Farnsworth at x2062 
or Farnsworth@xavier.edu. More 




Join the Xavier University 
community in taking back the 
night on April 25th.  The Women’s 
Center will host a pre-march rally 
beginning at 5 p.m. Pizza will be 
served and t-shirts will be distrib-
uted. Then, participants will board 
buses to travel to the Bicentennial 
Commons for Cincinnati’s annual 
speak out and march.  RSVP is re-
quired by April 18th to Amy Goetz 
at goetza@xavier.edu or x3940. 
Take back the night
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Classifieds
For classified orders and information, call Zach Nolden at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu
Help Wanted
Spring Break 2008.  Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free. Call for group 
discounts.    Best Deals Guarenteed!  Jamaica,  Cancun,  Acapulco, 
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.  800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
For	Rent
Houses For Rent.  2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses available for this 
winter, next summer and next school year, 2 blocks from campus, 
clean, fully equipped, off street parking, laundry, next to other stu-
dent housing, please call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com
2008 Summer Opportunity. Professional couple in a north-
ern Cincinnati suburb is looking for a fun, dependable and flex-
ible person to help out over summer break. Help needed to 
transport 2 teenage kids to and from activities and monitoring 
whereabouts. Must have your own car and have excellent driv-
ing record. Hours may vary depending on activities; about 30 
hours/week. The right person will receive very good pay! Refer-
ences required. If interested call 513-872-3829 or email Runro1@
aol.com with your letter of interest, work history and references.
Houses still available for 2008 school year.  All 
with air conditioning, free laundry and park-
ing.  Call Matt (513) 587-9884 or matthew.dias@ge.com
Large Two Bedroom Apartment with bonus room.  Free heat & 
water included.  Two blocks to campus.  Off street parking and 
laundry on site.  $590 per month.  Must see, call (513) 673-4946
Day Time Lifeguard Opportunities in Cincinnati! Enjoy the out-
doors while lifeguarding and teaching swimming fundamentals to 
school age children at a summer day camp. Weekdays 9:30-3:30 
PM. Compensation for certification training plus weekly salary. 
Lifeguard certification required/WSI preferred. Camp session: 6/23-
8/01/08. Pre-camp work available in May. Staff training on 5/24, 5/31 
& evening 5/30. Cincinnati location near Winton Woods. Call Camp 
Wildbrook 513-931-2196 or email Campwildbrook@cinci.rr.com.
TWO MEN AND A TRUCK needs summer help.  Hiring Drivers and 
Movers that are hardworking, honest and dependable.  Great pay 
and Great tips.  Must work well on a team.  Drug Free Workplace. 
Beat the rush -- apply now!  Call 513-245-1900 or 513-459-8080.
Annual “Tootsie Roll Sculpture Contest”.  Xavier PRSSA has chal-
lenged the reigning champions, XUSOTA, to make the best sculpture 
using Tootsie Rolls!  Come cheer on your favorite team and join in the 
“Walk-n-Roll to cure Spinal Muscular Atrophy” at the Cintas Center. 
Saturday, April 26 -- 9:00 a.m.  Tootsie Roll Contest and 5K Walk. 
$10 registration includes tee shirt, refreshments, and Tootsie Rolls!
Babysitter needed.  Begin around May 10, coninue thru Au-
gust.  Approximately 20 to 25 hours per week for 4 year old 
boy in Hyde Park.  Must have own car.  Call Ann 484-4092.
Energetic, fun person to watch & escort 2 kids(7 & 11 
yrs) to summer activities 3 days a week, references and 











Three Bedroom apartment in secure building.  Walk or bike 
to class.  Free parking and on-site laundry.  $750 per month 
includes all heat and water.  You can definately see your-
self living here.  Call Scott at 673-4946 to set an appointment.
Renting for June or August, Amazing 6 Bedroom, 3 bath apart-
ment! - 1/4 mile from XU, Extremely large apartment!  Feat-
rues: X-Large Full kitchen w/ tiled counter tops, Very large liv-
ing room, X-large private bedrooms, Fire place in most rooms, 
front porch, A/C, Garage parking, excellent maintenance ser-
vice, cable accent ligting, and a great party area in lower level! 
$2,160.00 ($360 per person) includes all utilities!  The apt 
will go fast so don’t wait!  For showings call (513) 266-6567.
Look for 3 roomates to rent the best apartment we have seen 
in the Xavier market.  This apartment has everything you could 
want!  Wood paneled walls, Close to Xavier, Large kit., extremely 
large private bdrms, party rooms, large deck, it’s amazing!  Rent is 
$360 per person!  Call Nick if you are interested!  330-317-1728
Across from campus.  Best deal for one quiet student: cute air condi-
tioned studios from $350 to $380.  Huge deluxe two bedroom apart-
ment ideal for professor or two (maximum) quiet grad students $795. 
Also several summer rentals.  For photos/info cincivegan@juno.com
Apartment for Rent: Xavier Campus- Across from Brock-
man Hall.  Beautiful, well maintained, completely fur-
nished 1 bedroom, 1 bath apartment.  $800 per month in-
cludes gas, water, laundry facilities, and a parking space! 
Available beginning June 2008. For details call: 513-631-1473.





Professor Profile: Dr. Daniel McLoughlin
Dr. Daniel J. McLoughlin 
is an associate professor and 
chair of the Chemistry depart-
ment.  He is a long-time lover 
of chemistry, enjoys teaching 
and has experience in the art of 
milking a goat.   
What colleges did you 
attend?
I received my undergrad at 
Wayne State in Detroit, my Mas-
ters at John Carroll University 
in Cleveland and my doctorate 
at the University of Missouri in 
Kansas City.  I also went for a 
post-doctorate at the University 
of Oregon and had an associates 
degree at Washington Uni-
versity medical school before 
coming here.
What is your favorite 
part of teaching?
I enjoy watching students 
transform from the beginning 
to the end of the semester. 
They learn chemistry, but also 
through their other classes and 
experiences at Xavier I think 
they become better individu-
als. 
Why did you decide to 
study chemistry?
There was a person, Don 
Herbert, known as Mr. Wiz-
ard, who had a television show 
when I was 10.  He would do 
simple sci-
e n c e  e x -
periments 
w i t h  h i s 






when I was in fourth grade. 
What is your favorite 
thing about Xavier?
The people and the students. 
The faculty, students and staff 
are wonderful; they’re all good 
people.
What do you like to do in 
your free time?
I bake—I like to play with 
yeast. I used to make beer but I 
haven’t done that in awhile.
What do you think is the 
coolest chemical mix?
I don’t really have a cool-
est mix to 
talk about. 
I like how 
chemistry 
is used to 
d e v e l o p 
p h a rm a -
c e u t i c a l 
products 
and make 
m e d i c a l 
advances, 
even in things like soaps that 
make our lives better.
Do you have any pets?
We have a pet dog named 
Maggie, she’s a greyhound and 
beagle mix.  My family once 
had a goat, but I never want to 
do that again.  You have to milk 
it twice a day and it’s not very 
clean.  It was my daughter’s 4H 
project for three years.
Are there any TV shows 
you like to watch?
I don’t watch TV much, but 
when I do I like “The Office.”
What is your favorite 
place to visit?
Any place with an ocean.  I 
like coast and sun.
What was your favorite 
part about going to col-
lege?
Honestly, it was learning 
chemistry.  There was a point in 
grad school where I couldn’t get 
enough chemistry, I absorbed it 
like a sponge.
Is there anything else 
you’d like your students to 
know about you?
A couple years ago I shaved 
my head for money, and now 
they’re trying to get me to dye 
my hair blue for the end of the 
semester.  It’s all for a good 
cause and I like helping students 
with their charities.  
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We deserve to know
 — L  E  T  T  E  R  S     T  O     T  H  E    E  D  I  T  O  R —
Three things really come into play when selecting classes.
First and foremost, students pick classes based on how necessary the 
class is. If the class isn’t supporting your major, you probably aren’t going 
to sign up for it. Unless, of course it fulfills the core curriculum requirement 
that you complain about because you belong at a public institution.
Next, it needs to fit your schedule. We’ve all got busy days, packed 
with clubs, sports and extracurriculars, not 
to mention all the extra time needed for 
hanging out. Some of us work actual jobs 
(!). There are papers to write and GPAs to 
battle.
Finally, you’ve got to look at who’s 
teaching the class. RateMyProfessors.com 
always proves a valuable (and amusing) 
resource. Friends help as well, and even our advisors chip in. You just 
can’t take a professor who grades unfairly, is difficult to understand or 
lacks any form of empathy.
On the other hand, past experiences with professors make them more 
desirable as well. Maybe you’ve had the professor before and the ex-
perience resulted in such joy as you have never felt before in advanced 
calculus. 
But apparently, our third criteria isn’t valid in the math department 
anymore. We can’t take a friend’s advice, pick our professor based on 
“OMG I TOTALLY FAILED ALL THE TESTZ!!1!11,” or take a profes-
sor we’ve had and enjoyed in the past. 
Is the math department the only department on campus whose profes-
sors periodically take sabbaticals, need medical leaves or retire? The rest 
of the departments on campus seem to be juggling their teacher rosters 
with relative ease. 
Many students want to crowd into classes that are already full simply 
to have a professor they prefer. If this is the case, perhaps the university 
should focus more on hiring quality professors rather than trying to fill 
classes with professors who are not getting positive feedback. Or has our 
tuition run out?






Today, once again, I am a Hokie. 
This Wednesday, April 16, marks 
the first anniversary of the Virginia 
Tech school shooting. It will most 
likely pass unnoticed by the media, 
who are focused on politics and the 
economy. Of course, during the 
year following the massacre the 
media was also lax in covering the 
seven additional school shootings 
in the United States, which resulted 
in 13 deaths. Why do we fail to 
discuss this in our schools? Why 
didn’t we act after Columbine in 
1999, or after Red Lake in 2005? 
We have become so desensitized 
to violence that school shootings 
seem normal. They have become 
an acceptable evil in the American 
way of life.
This phenomenon is a distinctly 
American experience. Over the past 
decade, 45 school shootings have 
taken place in the United States. 
Internationally there have been 
approximately 10. That means 
the United States alone accounts 
for roughly 82 percent of school 
shootings worldwide. There has to 
be something that causes American 
youths to harbor such anger and 
unleash it with firearms.
To strike at the heart of the is-
sue, we need to look at the sacred 
American principle of gun owner-
ship. Americans have an obsession 
with firearms, a fact that makes 
the United States stand out among 
other nations. A recent survey of 
international gun records confirmed 
that the United States is the most 
armed nation in the world, with 
90 guns per 100 people. The na-
tion has more than 270 million 
firearms within its borders. The 
next largest stockpile is in India, 
with only 46 million – equivalent 
to only four guns per 100 people. 
The next ranked nation is Yemen 
with 61 guns per 100 people. Much 
of Europe hovers around a rate of 
30 guns per 100 people. The survey 
also discovered that about 4.5 mil-
lion of the eight million new guns 
manufactured worldwide each 
year are purchased in the United 
States. This means 4.6 percent of 
the world’s population is buying 
56 percent of the firearms. Why 
is there such a high saturation of 
firearms in the “land of the free?” 
It may have to do with the violence 
in our nation and the disproportion-
ately high gun-related murders we 
experience.
Compared to other in-
dustrialized nations, the 
United States leads on 
homicides from firearms 
(and homicides in gen-
eral). For every 100,000 
people, approximately 
3.72 Americans are mur-
dered with guns. The 
next comparable 
nation is Italy, 
with less than 
half that amount 
(1.66 persons) killed 
by firearms. We’ve 
even tried curbing violence with 
the death penalty, something that 
no comparable nation still practices. 
Canada and Mexico, all of Europe 
(except Belarus), and even Russia 
have ended capital punishment. Our 
last execution was last year, while 
Russia’s last execution was over 
a decade ago. Apparently killing 
people hasn’t deterred people from 
killing other people, but I won’t 
make a final call on that.
My brother, Brian Dargin Mc-
Cormick (‘97) had his funeral mass 
yesterday, April 14, at Bellarmine 
Chapel.
Brian’s mass was let out around 
11:30 a.m. at the corner of Ledge-
wood and Herald.
Through my bitter tears I could 
not help but notice the hundred or 
A GrAteful GrAd
Props for paying the price
so students coming and going to 
class immediately stop.  They stood 
silently—and respectfully—until 
Brian was safely in the hearse 
and the bag pipes stopped playing 
“Danny Boy.”
My brother Brian, and the entire 
McCormick family, thanks those 
students for honoring someone they 
did not even know.  This is another 
shining example of why we love 
Xavier University.
I am certain my brother will 
bless and help these students on 
their upcoming exams!
God bless,
Matt McCormick   |   ‘92, ‘95
I will be the first to admit that 
statistics can’t tell us why we 
have so many school shootings in 
the United States; they can only 
provide us with the facts to form 
a conclusion. Unfortunately, truth 
is often a commodity traded away 
to get ahead in the polls or appease 
the base. People play fast and easy 
with information to back a political 
agenda. The raw statistics, however, 
speak truth to power.
Others might view the informa-
tion I’ve cited differently, or spin 
the data another way to give an al-
ternative interpretation. Regardless 
of politics, America has a violence 
problem. Right now I feel we’re 
engaged in a domestic arms 
race. We’re franticly arming 
every citizen and passing 
conceal and carry laws so 
we’ll never know who 
has a firearm. There are 
calls to arm students and 
teachers, allowing guns 
in our schools so that 
children can pro-
tect themselves 
from a school 
shooter.  We 
are in a state of 
fear, and we think that 
we will be safe from 
firearms by purchasing more fire-
arms. This domestic Cold War will 
have every citizen pointing a gun 
at every other citizen, leaving us 
in a tense, frightened and wholly 
unhealthy state.
It is a state of fear and a culture 
of violence, and if we finally dis-
cover that violence begets violence, 
who will be the first to lay down 
their arms?
Gun violence in America
Seligmann
brad
A Xavier education doesn’t come cheap.
It takes an ever-rising amount of tuition from each student just to get 
here, not to mention all the work we have to do to keep grades accept-
able.
We know that while some students are on scholarships, many families 
and students have to pay their own tuition bills, and trust us, we know 
those bills aren’t cheap.
A lot of people struggle to make ends meet in order to send their 
sons and daughters to college, and those sacrifices aren’t often acknowl-
edged.
We just wanted to take the time to commend you for those sacrifices 
you and your parents make, Xavier students, in order to get here and to 
stay here.
Even though there’s a lot of advertisment across campus emphasizing 
the great role alumni play in paying for your education, we know that it 
takes a lot on your part, too.
And let’s face it, the alumni were students once as well. Xavier is built 
for the current generation, and for the future. That’s why alumni donate: 
They want Xavier students yet-to-come to have all, and more, of the 
benefits and great experiences they had. 
So here’s to you Xavier students of now, of then and of tomorrow.
Don’t get down on yourselves, it will all be ok.
The Newswire will always be here for you.
Even if we do cost $2,000 an issue. 
Guest
column:
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Sinus infections:
everyone’s doing it
Newswire readers, it is I, Kath-
erine, bringing you the first column 
by me to ever grace these celebrated 
pages. I am excited to be here. I am 
thrilled to be working with Darren 
and company.
I am also sick.
My sinuses are having a field 
day. They’re bloaty and sore, and 
the words “post-nasal drip,” while 
nasty, are highly applicable to my 
situation. I’ve been feeling this way 
for a while now and I am tired of 
being sick. I know you know 
how I feel. We’ve all done 
this in the last few months. 
Whether it’s allergies, a 
common cold or real 
live acute sinusitis, I’m 
sure you can relate. 
One really cannot 
appreciate how glori-
ous it is to breathe 
from both nostrils un-
til one’s nose gives a 
merry snnnrrrrk with 
every inhalation. At 
this moment, I’ve forgotten just how 
amazing nose-breathing can be at 
times. If you’re not sick, take a deep 
breath through your nose, right now. 
This minute. Appreciate the plight of 
the sinusitis-ed. 
The other horrible part about be-
ing sick with respect to the sinuses 
is that it takes away one of my fa-
vorite things—my sense of taste. 
This renders eating simply a tedious 
chore with no joy in it whatsoever. 
There are few simple things in life 
that can make me as truly, genuinely 
happy as food does. Tonight my 
friends are going off campus to find 
food. But how can I spend money 
on something I can’t even taste? 
So, in defeat, I eat at the caf. Lonely 
and dejected. Are you happy now, 
sinuses? We get a sandwich. My 
friends are eating Chipotle.
Sleeping is the worst, as anyone 
with a cold will tell you. At night (or 
during the day—it’s a cold, after all), 
I am tired. I am miserable and the 
world does not understand. I want to 
sleep. The problem is, approaching 
anything near a horizontal pose, my 
So It Goes by Matt Kroeger
sinuses jump for joy and promptly 
clog either one side of my nose or 
both. Mouth-breathing is awful 
because I drool (how charming), or 
else my throat begins to hurt because 
I’m inhaling all this dry air. My poor 
roommate has to suffer through my 
labored breaths and hacking fits. If 
I actually do fall asleep, waking up 
is ridiculous. My nose is so clogged 
I can’t even sniffle, while the rest of 
me feels like it’s been hammered 
with meat tenderizers.
This sucks.
There are upsides to 
being sick, however, 
among them sympathy, 
missed classes and... 
well, no, that’s about it. 
Even through the missed 
classes, one is still mis-
erable and unable to 
breathe or taste or 
sleep with any kind 
of comfort.  The sym-
pathy is good but it 
won’t clear up any 
nostrils or take out the trash can full 
of tissues.
Being this sick can also impair 
judgment—the kind one uses when 
discerning what kind of article 
to write for such an upstanding 
news publication as the Newswire. 
There are so many things to write 
about—Sodexo, the increased SGA 
salaries, the scheduling woes of the 
math department. But my sinuses 
have pushed so far into my brain 
that at this point they are the ones 
calling the shots, so here we are at 
the end of an article entirely about 
the well-known problems of upper 
respiratory afflictions.
Readers, I am truly sorry. The 
point I am making is this: This time 
of year I completely, totally and 
absolutely understand your pain. I 
have been there, and it is not fun. 
You have my sympathy and my ku-
dos. Getting sick was a terrible idea. 
Let’s never ever do this again.
Now excuse me, I’m going to 
go blast my sinuses with Mucinex 
and try my best to get a nap before 
class.
For whatever reason, the term 
“average student” has become a slur 
in the Xavier community.
It seems that the term is now 
used by members of the admin-
istration and student leaders to 
describe students who don’t care 
enough about their campus com-
munity, their fellow students and 
the events and activities going on 
around campus.
Last week, I actually heard one 
prominent student leader complete-
ly discount the opinions of two of 
their fellow students by dismissing 
them as “random students.”
Since when did any one student’s 
opinion matter more than any other 
student’s?
If we’re going to create catego-
ries of Xavier students, let’s make 
another one. I’ll call this one the 
hyper-involved elite, the group of 
students who are so involved in 
clubs, organizations and activities 
at Xavier that their involvement 
rules their lives. This group of 
people takes themselves, and their 
work, very seriously, and often de-
velops deep emotional ties to their 
organizations. 
There’s nothing inherently bad 
about this, but it can lead to some, 
er, interesting situations.
It seems like there have been 
an unusual amount of “interest-
ing” situations involving student 
leadership at Xavier University this 
year. Some people have gotten ex-
tremely emotional about these 
incidents. Many people 
probably don’t care that 
much.
A friend of mine para-
phrased the immortal Kurt 
Vonnegut when she told 
me that “getting so worked 
up over something like a 
student council election 
is preposterous. It’s 
like dressing up in a 
suit of armor and at-
tacking a hot fudge sundae.”
This sentiment is true, to a point. 
While it seems that many are get-
ting a bit too worked up about 
SGA’s deeds and misdeeds this 
year, SGA does control $800,000 
of student money. Any organiza-
tion that controls 800 grand worth 
of student money should be taken 
extremely seriously. 
Students have a right to know 
how their money is being spent 
by SGA. Students also have an 
unalienable right to criticize SGA if 
they disagree with how their money 
is being spent.
Obviously, being criticized is not 
fun, but it comes with the job. No 
one is forcing any student leader 
to be a student leader. If you want 
the perks and power that come with 
the fancy title, you have to be 
willing to accept criticism 
from the student body.
If having your decisions 
questioned and challenged 
hurts your feelings, being a 
leader of any kind, student 
or otherwise, is probably a 
bad fit for you.
Clearly, it is easy 
for members of the 
hyper-involved elite to 
get caught up in all of 
this. But it’s doing a disservice to 
the “average” students at Xavier.
The main concern of the “aver-
age” student at Xavier is to get a 
good education, a good job, make 
a few good friends and have some 
good times. They think people like 
us, the hyper-involved elite (yes, 
I include myself), who invest so 
much energy and emotion into 
things like investigating Xavier’s 
foodservice history or the creation 
of an Interfaith Prayer Center are 
absolutely insane.
And you know what? We prob-
ably are.
“Random student” speaks out
CheStnut
andrew
As college students, it can some-
times be very difficult to keep up 
with the news. Between clubs, 
activities, parties, napping and 
keeping up with what’s 
happening on campus, 
we barely have time to 
begin papers before 12 
a.m. the night before 
they are due. Asking all 
of this in addition to stay-
ing current with world 
events can be unreason-
able at times.
However, there 
is a story that has 
been developing over 
the last few weeks that 
deserves more attention that it’s 
getting, especially from progressive 
thinkers such as us. The Torch relay 
that precedes the Summer Olym-
pics every four years has drawn 
unprecedented, sometimes violent 
protests around the world. 
The usually-inextinguishable 
flame has already been put out 
five times, and probably will be at 
least a few more. In San Francisco, 
protesters scaled the Golden Gate 
Bridge and hung gigantic banners 
saying “Free Tibet.” Such negative 
attention surrounding the Torch, 
and the games themselves, is quite 
rare. Yet, everyone in the news 
seems only to talk about the safety 
issues of the protests and the condi-
tion of the “eternal” flame, not the 
reasons behind it all.
Despite a recent economic 
growth, China remains one 
of the worst countries in 
the world in terms of hu-
man rights. Chinese citi-
zens are still among the 
least “free” people in the 
world; they can’t access 
outside news sources, 
and most probably 
don’t even know 
the Torch is getting 
extinguished every 
few days.
Chinese citizens have no right 
of assembly and no religious free-
dom. Prisoners are often held for 
illegitimate reasons and treated 
inhumanely. Women’s rights are 
barely existent, and atrocities are 
committed against women and 
children on a daily basis.
Similarly, Tibet has been under 
Chinese rule since it was invaded 
in 1950 and has faced persecution 
for protesting China ever since. 
China has been especially tyranni-
cal as of late, using deadly force to 
squash recent Olympic protests in 
Tibet (while proceeding with plans 
to flagrantly take the Torch through 
Putting out
Does the “average” student like 
the Newport bus? Sure.
Do they get annoyed that there 
was no major concert at Xavier this 
year? Of course.
Are they concerned about the 
quality of foodservice at Xavier? 
Definitely.
But the average student doesn’t 
consider these things to be that big 
of a deal. They’d rather spend their 
college years enjoying them, rather 
than pretending the outcome of the 
free world depends on their every 
waking breath.
And you know what?





It is absurd that our media has 
been reluctant to adequately ex-
plore these issues rather than simply 
report on the fact that protests have 
been happening, and briefly men-
tioning why. The fact is we, and the 
rest of the free world, are inherently 
accepting China’s human rights 
policies by awarding them the 
games. The protesters are asking a 
very relevant question: why?
China was awarded the right to 
host the games back in 2001, only 
12 years and very little progress 
removed from Tiananmen Square. 
Whether the International Olympic 
Committee should have awarded 
the games to China is questionable, 
but the fact that Western nations 
are doing little to use these games 
as a platform to make a statement 
against China’s policies is repre-
hensible.
These protests are an opportu-
nity to raise a number of crucial 
questions. Should we support these 
games? Is it right to be trading so 
much with a country whose citizens 
can’t even access an uncensored 
version of the internet? Don’t let 
these staggering protests pass with-
out acknowledging their content, 
and think about these issues during 
the games this summer.
StevenSon
pat
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Track team bests 
three school records
Junior Danna Deans
Both the Xavier men’s and wom-
en’s track teams placed seventh 
in the Boston Moon Invitational 
in Nashville, Tenn this weekend. 
The track team displayed strong 
individual performances as three 
school records fell.
Junior Danna Deans set a new 
school record in the long jump with 
a distance of 5.20m. Junior Becky 
Clark killed two birds with one 
stone taking first place and setting 
a school record in the 1,500-meter 
run with a time of 4:40.23.
Freshman Ryan Ulmer also set a 
new school record with a 23:06 in 
the 200-meter run.
Next Saturday the track teams 
will hope for stronger performances 
when they compete in the all Ohio 
Championships in Cincinnati and 
the Eastern Kentucky Open in 
Richmond, Ky.
Miller looks back on Elite Eight and ahead to the future
The Xavier men’s basketball 
team enjoyed their most successfull 
season in history this year, register-
ing a 30-7 record and reaching the 
Elite Eight of the NCAA Tourna-
ment. Newswire Sports Editor Doug 
Tifft caught up with head coach 
Sean Miller to get his thoughts on 
the past season, coaching opportu-
nities and the upcoming 2008-09 
season.
Xavier Newswire: Will you talk 
about the run this year and your 
reflections on it?
Sean Miller: I thought the team 
that we had this year was just re-
markable in its unselfishness. The 
fact that we won 30 games and got 
to the Elite Eight is, in and of itself, 
really special. To me what makes it 
even more special was the ingredi-
ents that were part of the run. And 
it really wasn’t a run, it was just 
from start to finish of the season 
a lot of different players giving of 
themselves for the betterment of the 
team. Seniors really leading, both 
with their play and who they were 
everyday. I think that it is awfully 
gratifying for our team and our 
university to have a team have these 
qualities and be so successful.
XN: What do you do for the 
senior players as they go forward 
now to the NBA Draft?
SM: Number one is making sure 
that they finish strong academically. 
Drew has already finished his re-
quirements. Stanley and Josh will 
do it in the next few weeks. But all 
three will graduate, and that is first 
and foremost. When you miss as 
much class as we’ve missed over 
the last month it is important to 
catch back up and finish strong. 
Secondly, it is just trying to 
make sure that they get with the 
right agent to decipher what is go-
ing to best help their future. This 
year we are lucky in that all three 
seniors were invited to the Ports-
mouth Invitational Tournament, 
which is kind of a pre-draft camp 
for seniors. It’s a great honor in and 
of itself. 
XN: Do you envision Xavier 
being a program that is more con-
nected to past players during the 
Skip Prosser or Thad Matta eras?
SM: They do already. David 
West has come back and spoken at 
our camps. Lionel Chalmers and 
Romain Sato have [come back]. 
Obviously Byron Larkin and Joe 
Sunderman are big parts of what we 
do, as is Steve Wolf. Ralph Lee and 
Jamal Walker are in town. There are 
so many different players that are 
in and around our program, whether 
it be in the summer or during the 
year. This year honoring the 1958 
NIT champions was awesome. It 
allowed those guys to get a feel for 
Xavier in the year 2008. So many of 
those players are doing great things. 
The All for One Club helps that, and 
that is a big, big part of what we 
are always trying to do. It is their 
program, the former players.
XN: What were your thoughts 
on the awards that you were consid-
ered for and won and that the team 
was considered for and received?
SM: With success as a team, 
the individual accolades follow. I 
wish a couple of our players had 
a chance to be on the First Team 
All-Conference. Nonetheless, we 
had the Defensive Player of the 
Year, the Sixth Man of the Year 
and three different players on the 
All-Conference Team.  The fact 
that they got invited to Portsmouth 
and that Josh made the All-Regional 
Team in Phoenix. There are a lot of 
great things that have happened to 
our team this year.
XN: You got a lot of offers from 
other schools. Did you give anyone 
a listen?
SM: Not really. Sometimes your 
offers are probably made bigger 
than they really are. I am very ex-
cited about the future of Xavier and 
I am looking forward to it. 
XN: Can we interpret your stay-
ing as you being committed here 
long-term?
SM: Long term is a unique set 
of circumstances. Is that 20 years? 
15? 10? I think for me now there is 
no other place that I would rather 
be than Xavier.
XN: Hypothetically, down the 
road, I know Pitt is your alma mater, 
if something happened with Jamie 
Dixon…?
SM: I don’t know.
XN: It’s all hypothetical?
SM: Right.
XN: What are some keys to the 
success of next year’s team?
SM: First of all that the returning 
players improve. You look at what 
B.J. Raymond did from his second 
to his third year, it was awesome. 
It was a big reason that we were 
a lot better team, because of his 
improvement. I think [last year] 
Stanley Burrell made some immea-
surable improvements that really 
helped our team. The returning core 
group of players: Jason Love, C.J. 
Anderson, B.J. Raymond, Derrick 
Brown, Dante Jackson, Adrion 
Graves. The players that played 
this year. That they come back 
better this spring, summer and fall. 
Their work ethic and their playing 
is number one.
XN: The point guard spot is a 
big question next season. Do you 
envision Dante taking that role or 
one of the freshmen?
SM: One of the freshmen, proba-
bly. We have a couple of candidates, 
and that will be determined more in 
the Fall. But we will be young and 
it will be different watching them. 
But nonetheless I think we have a 
few good candidates for the future 
of the program.
XN: Can you talk about Dante’s 
development this year? He came 
in as a guy who could not get that 
many minutes but was part of the 
rotation by the end of the year.
SM: He was. I can’t say enough 
good things about him. It’s easy 
when it works out for you from 
day one. But Dante really earned 
his right to play. He is an excel-
lent defender, and he made some 
incredibly big shots in the NCAA 
Tournament that helped us advance. 
My hope is that that experience will 
trampoline him into having an even 
better sophomore year. He is a big 
key to our future. 
XN: Derrick Brown has a chance 
to be an NBA Player with his ath-
leticism and skills. What does he 
have to do to reach that potential?
SM: Just continue changing his 
body, and becoming bigger and 
stronger. Become more of a con-
fident scorer. That doesn’t mean 
shooting threes as much as feeling 
more comfortable all around. From 
the foul line, in the low post, taking 
the open shots, shooting a higher 
percentage. I think just another 
great off season will help that. 
XN: Can you see this year’s 
senior class of C.J. Anderson and 
B.J. Raymond emulating what last 
year’s class was able to do as far as 
leading the team?
SM: I hope so. I really look at 
Derrick Brown as a part of that class 
as well. Derrick will be a junior in 
his fourth year. B.J., Derrick and 
C.J., just like Justin Doellman, Cage 
and Cole, and obviously Lavender, 
Duncan and Burrell, have become 
the voice of our program, and how 
they perform and what they do 
will set the course for the rest of 
the team. 
XN: What are your thoughts on 
the program going forward, say in 
the next 10 years?
SM: I think Xavier is positioned 
really well. We have a unique place 
in college basketball, and we have 
so many different people that are 
committed to our program. And our 
recruiting effort, [which is] the life-
line to our program. That’s where it 
all begins, getting the right players. 
There’s reasons why they want to 
come, and one of them is to be part 
of a program that graduates its play-
ers and wins championships. That 
has been the past and the present 
of Xavier, and I am very confident 
that that can be the future of Xavier 
as well. 
XN: How important is coach 
Mack to this program, and how 
difficult will it be to keep him here 
down the road?
SM: It won’t be difficult if coach 
Mack, coach Whitford or coach 
Richardson gets an opportunity to 
become a head coach. That’s a good 
thing. And they are clearly headed 
in that path. Coach Mack is very 
important to what we do. He is a 
Xavier graduate. He deserves an op-
portunity, and if that presents itself, 
inside or outside our program, that’s 
a good thing for us.  I think he is in 
a great situation and that would be 
the only reason that he would want 
to leave.
Sean Miller heads into the 2008-09 season, his fifth as the head coach at 
Xavier, with a 94-39 lifetime record.
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The Xavier University women’s 
tennis team finished its regular 
season Sunday with a 6-1 win over 
Dayton.
Juniors Kara Courtney and Jea-
nette Feider and freshman Tifanie 
Treece all came up big for Xavier 
as each notched wins in singles and 
doubles.
The win improved their record 
to 14-7, 3-1 in conference and gives 
them some momentum heading into 
the A-10 tournament.
The team earned the fifth seed 
in the upcoming tournament in 
Monroeville, Pa. Xavier will face 
12th seeded St. Bonaventure on 
April 18 at 1 p.m. If they can ad-
vance they will play the winner 
of No. 4 Duquesne and No. 13 St. 
Joseph’s.
While no scholarship will ever 
be decreased based on performance, 
it is possible for the amount of 
scholarship compensation to in-
crease as a result of exceptional 
“on-field” performance.
High school athletes will often 
attempt to maximize their amount 
of scholarship money by playing 
schools off of each other. Telling 
a coach that another school has 
offered significant sums of money 
will often trigger an increase in 
the amount of scholarship money 
offered. Coaches in the equiva-
lency scholarship sports will often 
counteract this by remaining in 
close communication with fellow 
coaches to familiarize themselves 
with what other coaches are truly 
offering.
Xavier men’s soccer coach 
Dave Schurek says that dealing 
with the scholarship offers between 
schools is a complicated process, 
saying, “There is that unknown on 
academic scholarships, financial 
aid, other schools have leadership 
scholarships. So there is always that 
other side of the financial aid pack-
Number of Xavier 
scholarships per sport
Key: Men, Women
age that you don’t know.”
The focus of college sports 
seems to have shifted away from 
the amateur aspect associated with 
the activity, to the monetary profit 
that can be gained through partici-
pation and association with college 
athletics.
“I think it is more of an issue 
of economics,” Bobinski said. 
“Colleges and university educa-
tions have become very expensive. 
Wherever people can get [aid] is 
welcome, and [athletic scholar-






















This past weekend was supposed 
to be the start of something historic. 
The world’s current number one 
golfer was supposed to begin his 
quest to capture all Major Champi-
onships in one calendar year. Trevor 
Immelman and Augusta National 
Golf Course had other plans for 
Tiger Woods and put his quest for 
the Grand Slam on hold for at least 
a year.
This past weekend was em-
barassing for Woods, but at the 
same time showed why he is still a 
dominant athlete in sports today.
Prior to the start of the Masters, 
Woods claimed that the Grand Slam 
tournament anything can happen. 
Johnson had only played in two 
other Masters Tournaments. In his 
first, he didn’t make the cut, and 
in his second attempt, he finished 
tied for 32nd. Johnson then failed 
to defend his title and finished tied 
for 20th this year.
How many people picked Trevor 
Immelman to win the Masters? And 
how many will pick him to win the 
U.S. Open or the British Open? In 
one sense Woods was only stating 
the odds. Woods is so dominant in 
golf right now that he will still be 
favored to win all three remaining 
Majors.
In 2007, Woods won only one 
Major, the PGA Championship, 
It’s that time of year again. 
While the Heat and Grizzlies are 
praying for the ping-pong ball 
gods to send them MVP-to-be Mi-
chael Beasley, other teams like the 
Lakers, Hornets and Celtics have 
actually been contending, thanks to 
their own MVP candidates.  
Here is how the league MVP 
voting should shape up in my 
opinion:
Second Runner-up: Kevin Gar-
nett – Power Forward, Boston 
Celtics
While Kevin Garnett has led the 
Boston Celtics to the greatest one-
year turnaround in NBA history, he 
only leads his team in one statistical 
category (rebounding) and has the 
luxury of playing alongside two 
perennial All-Stars in Ray Allen 
and Paul Pierce. And they play in 
the sub-par East. 
Runner-up: Kobe Bryant – 
Shooting Guard, Los Angeles 
Lakers
Excuse me if I just don’t un-
derstand the rationale of national 
sports pundits like Bruce Jenkins of 
the San Francisco Chronicle who 
claim Bryant is the “obvious MVP 
choice.” If I’m not mistaken, wasn’t 
Bryant demanding a trade early in 
the year?  He was so valuable that 
he was nearly dealt to the Bulls in 
exchange for younger talent.  He 
has put up nearly the same numbers 
as he has over the course of his 
career (28.8 points/ 6.3 rebounds/ 
5.4 assists per game), and I think 
that by saying he is the undeni-
able favorite, many are trying to 
reward him for staying at the top 
for so long—a Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award more or less—and not 
for what he has done this season. 
Bryant has been spoiled enough to 
have the league’s best coach in Phil 
Jackson and star power forward Pau 
Gasol. He is a great, great player, 
CP3 for MVP
C o m m e n t a r y  o n  t h e  w o r l d  o f  s p o r t s
Woods: Second at Masters, 
but still No. 1
New Orleans point guard Chris Paul is a a solid contender for MVP this 
year.
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Tiger Woods’ putting, usually very strong, betrayed him this weekend at 
the masters.
one of the best the game has ever 
seen, but was he the most valuable 
this season? No.
MVP: Chris Paul – Point Guard, 
New Orleans Hornets
MVP? That distinction has to 
belong to the player affectionately 
known as CP3: Chris Paul.  Before 
the start of the season the only 
“buzz” around the Hornets was 
where the team would be relocated, 
due in part to attendance in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 
Remarkably, having just clinched 
the second seed in the West, just one 
game behind Bryant’s Lakers, Paul 
seems poised to bring a champion-
ship back to the embattled city.  He 
has put up numbers, too.  His 21.1 
points per game and league leading 
11.6 assists and 2.7 steals per game 
(he also chips in four rebounds a 
game) are astounding.  Probably the 
most important piece of evidence as 
to why Paul should win the award is 
found when comparing his numbers 
with the last point guard who won 
the award (back-to-back): Steve 
Nash.  In the 2004-2005 season 
Nash won the award over Bryant 
and others by posting a per-game 
average of 15.5 points, 11.5 assists 
and one steal, all of which Paul has 
surpassed this season.  The next 
season, Nash won the award again 
by putting up 18.8 points per game, 
10.5 assists and .8 steals, and, again, 
Paul has better numbers.  
It is debatable whether Bryant 
is even the best at his position this 
year.  Garnett plays in the weak 
East and has the help of a great 
supporting cast. And then there is 
Paul. Paul has the most impres-
sive numbers of any point guard 
MVP candidate in my lifetime, 
save possibly Allen Iverson in the 
2000-2001 season. He has lifted the 
lowly Hornets to a championship 
caliber team despite all the turmoil 
surrounding it. The fact that CP3 
doesn’t have the side-show act of 
jumping over Aston Martins or 
calling out his front office doesn’t 
hurt either.
The Xavier University men’s 
baseball team went 3-2 this past 
week with one win over Ohio Uni-
versity and two against A-10 foe, 
Charlotte.  They dropped the middle 
game of the series against Charlotte 
and one versus Bowling Green.
Junior Jordan Conley led the 
way for the Muskies against OU on 
April 8.  He went a perfect 4-4 from 
the plate and earned his fourth save 
of the year, pitching one inning of 
relief.  Trailing 5-4, Xavier was able 
to score two runs in the seventh and 
two more in the eighth to seal the 
victory, 8-5.
One day later, XU was unable to 
keep Bowling Green from break-
ing a one run tie by scoring three 
runs in the sixth and never looking 
back.  BGSU won 8-2.  Freshman 
Brian Muransky suffered the loss, 
going 5.1 innings and giving up 
three runs.
Xavier was able to take two 
of three from the A-10 opponent 
Chrlotte 49ers.  In the first game of 
the series, XU scored three in the 
top of the sixth to break a 0-0 tie. 
Xavier ended up winning by a final 
score of 5-4.  Sophomore Bobby 
Freking drove in two runs while 
Xavier defeats Charlotte, finishes weekend 3-2
junior Steve Brown went 2-4 and 
junior Adam Pasono went 2-3.  The 
loss was just the second home loss 
of the season for the 49ers.
Xavier wasn’t so fortunate dur-
was “easily within reach.” If there 
ever was a golfer that looked like 
it would be easy for him to win the 
Grand Slam, it would be Woods. It 
is likely he will be the favorite to 
win every Major Tournament for 
probably the next 10 years. But 
does that mean that the Grand Slam 
is easily attainable? No. How can 
someone claim that the Grand Slam 
is easily attainable when the feat 
has not been achieved since 1930?
In 78 years, not since Bobby 
Jones won the Grand Slam, has 
someone won all four Major Tour-
naments in the same year.
Many golf greats like Arnold 
Palmer, Jack Nicklaus and Gary 
Player never won a Grand Slam. 
Tiger Woods may very well be a 
better golfer than all three of them, 
but to say that it is easily with reach 
is to practically ignore the history 
of the game. Woods has always 
been a very confident player and 
has usually shown great respect for 
the game. So this comment most 
likely came from his confidence 
and his own acknowledgement that 
he is favored to win almost every 
tournament, major or otherwise. 
Woods made himself appear foolish 
and arrogant.
Woods’ comment that the Grand 
slam was “easily within reach” 
may be the worst golfer comment 
since Roy Sabbatini claimed that 
Tiger Woods was “more beatable 
than ever” after giving up the lead 
on Sunday and giving five shots to 
Woods. 
Woods was the favorite last year 
as well when Zach Johnson came 
out of nowhere to win the Masters. 
Johnson proved that in a single 
but finished second in the Masters 
and the U.S. Open. Woods finished 
12th in the British Open last year. 
Since then he has won seven of the 
nine tournaments in which he has 
competed.
Even though he may have made 
himself appear irrational this week-
end, the Masters also showed why 
Woods is the best golfer right now. 
It took four days of almost perfect 
golf for Immelman to beat Woods. 
Immelman became the first player 
to hold the lead at the end of play 
on each of the four days since 1976. 
Even when Woods was trailing by 
seven shots after two days, all the 
talk was about when Woods would 
make his charge. On the fourth day 
Woods missed a number of putts 
and dropped quite a few shots that 
would have made the tournament 
close.
With Woods playing unusually 
poor (still finishing second without 
a round over par), the door seemed 
to be wide open for Immelman. 
However, the mere presence of 
Woods and knowing he was behind 
and still capable of making a charge 
seemed to mess with Immelman’s 
head. Immelman finished on Sun-
day with his worst round, a three 
over par 75. It took excellent golf 
from Immelman to beat Woods, and 
Woods was still a major factor in the 
tournament.
Tiger Woods is arguably the 
prevailing golfer in the game today 
and this weekend proved why. Even 
without his best stuff, Woods fin-
ished second and clearly got into his 
opponent’s head. Woods may never 
win the Grand Slam, but neither did 
Jack Nicklaus.
ing the second game, losing by a 
score of 6-5.  XU tied the game at 
five all in the top of the ninth by 
Charlotte was able to rally in the 
bottom of the frame for a walk off 
victory.  Senior David Hartman 
took the loss for Xavier, by allow-
ing the winning run in the ninth.
XU was able to end the series on 
a positive note with a victory in the 
third game, 10-9.  Down 9-5 going 
into the top of the ninth inning, 
Xavier strung together six consecu-
tive hits and five runs.  Freshman 
Tom Shirley (1-1) got the win for 
the Musketeers after facing five 
batters in the eighth inning. Conley 
notched his six save of the year for 
his work in the ninth inning.     
Xavier is now 14-17 on the year 
and 8-4 in conference play.
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Junior Jordan conley was named 
A-10 Pitcher of the Week
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Life changes at the Newswire
I honestly cannot believe that 
I’m writing the final “Life at the 
Newswire” for this year. As cliché 
as it is to say, my second full year 
at the Newswire really flew by. We 
started off with Coulter craziness, 
then there was the lawsuit, then 
Norwood relations, then Sodexo 
and finally a smattering of stipends 
and other nonsense. I’m exhausted 
just writing that!
I must admit, it is nice to finally 
be retiring from Arts & Entertain-
ment. A girl can get burned out after 
two years. I did get to meet a couple 
of famous people, and I got sent an 
authentic Indiana Jones whip in the 
mail. I’m finally moving up on the 
totem pole at the Newswire, but it’s 
a very strange promotion. I have no 
desk, no computer and no official 
email address. My makeshift office 
is a closet. But I figure it won’t be 
so bad. 
Pat Stevenson is a thing of the 
past, ladies and gentleman. He’s 
retired from the Newswire, at the 
ripe old age of 21, to pursue a short 
stint in “Xavier: The Musical” and 
then he’s going to become an actual 
adult and work for a magazine. As 
much as I make fun of Pat, I’m 
going to miss him. I’ve become 
immune to his raging ego, sweater 
vests and long rants and have come 
to see him as a real human being. 
He has a soul!
Speaking of real human beings, 
Matt Finger is definitely one of 
them. His goodbye will be the most 
tearful I feel. Matt has certainly left 
his mark on the Newswire, literally 
and figuratively. For as long as 
the Publications House still stands 
(which could be for either a few 
more days or a few more years) on 
every single wall there will be Matt 
Finger’s signature. Why he felt the 
need to sign anything that would 
stand still long enough, I’ll never 
know. But it’s fun to imagine a staff 
two or three years from now who 
stare at the signatures and say “Who 
the hell is Matt Finger?”
My BFF John LaFollette will 
be stateside in a few weeks. This 
is exciting, as the Newswire was 
definitely strange without him. If 
you saw the announcement in last 
week’s paper, you’ll see that he is 
the new Editor-in-Chief. I would 
like to take this moment to boast 
to everyone that in late 2006 I told 
him he would make a great EiC and 
he just shrugged it off. Well John, I 
was right. I’m always right. I hope 
he remembers that when we argue 
about things next year. 
But since John is far away in 
Africa, I have to run the show until 
he gets back. I’m not sure I can 
handle the pressure to tell you the 
truth. There are a lot of little things 
that go with this job that I didn’t 
know about. I find myself devoting 
more time to the Newswire than 
ever before, and it’s totally not 
healthy. John owes me big time. 
He better bring me back a flipping 
sweet present from Africa—like a 
monkey! 
The rest of the staff is staying 
where they are for the most part. My 
heiress, Stephanie Metz, is going to 
finally breathe some life into these 
pages and I’m excited for it. It’s still 
up in the air if she’ll let me write 
this column or not. Hopefully she 
will—it’s my thing!
Doug Tifft, our sports editor, 
came in looking pretty tame in 
January and now the man practi-
cally glows he’s so good at his job. 
Not only has he scored some good 
scoops the past couple of days, 
but he’s resuscitated the Newswire 
blog. 
According to a recent article in 
“Cosmopolitan,” every man has one 
girly song on their iPod that they 
like to listen to and aren’t afraid to 
admit it. For Andrew Chesntnut, 
that song is “Since You’ve Been 
Gone” by Kelly Clarkson. For 
the past six weeks he has listened 
to that song at least once every 
Tuesday. 
Katie Rosenbaum is no longer 
alone in her office after Chestnut 
moved upstairs. We thought it 
would help control the office vol-
ume level, but it hasn’t. Katie still 
has no sense of how loud she is 
and poor Chestnut is in her direct 
line of fire. 
We’re all very excited for next 
year and we hope you are too. There 
are a few changes and a few new 
faces which you will get to meet 
all in due time. But for now, let me 
just say with the greatest sincerity, 
that we have really enjoyed the 
past year at the Publications House. 
While Pat and Matt will be missed 
in more ways than they can possibly 





Student Activities Council 
(SAC) has planned several events 
throughout the week of April 20 to 
help students enjoy the end of the 
semester. Sophomore SAC mem-
ber Jessica Kelly says they chose 
to host Spring into Summer Week 
to give students some fun events 
to help them relax before exams. 
“SAC’s hope in having this Spring 
Week is to give students a week full 
of different types of events that they 
can enjoy. We wanted to allow the 
students to enjoy all of the activi-
ties we planned before they started 
studying for finals,” Kelly said.
 “Also, SAC’s Boat Dance was 
already scheduled to happen on 
April 25 and we thought having 
all of these activities tied together 
would be a great way to end the 
year,” said Kelly. Spring into 
Summer Week will feature Carlos 
Alazraqui and Cedric Yarbrough 
from “Reno 911” in an in-character 
comedy performance at 7 p.m. on 
Monday, April 21 in the Cintas Ban-
quet rooms. Later in the week, on 
Thursday April 24, musician Jason 
LaVasseur will perform an acoustic 
guitar show from 4:30- 7:30 p.m. 
on the greenspace. Dinner will also 
be provided by dining services for 
those attending the event. There 
will be a wide variety of food choic-
es from salads, barbeque and pasta 
to ice cream and cookies. Finally, 
on Saturday, April 26, SAC will 
host a Summer Sendoff celebration 
during the afternoon with dance 
and music from 1-5 p.m. on the 
greenspace. Two reggae artists have 
been booked and each will perform 
a set that will also include a dance 
performance. It’s possible that there 
will also be time for open mic music 
performances from students.
Stephanie metz
Associate Arts & Entertainment Editor
the new and old staff get to work in the main room. 
Design editor andrew Chestnut works while listening to his ipod. our 
lampshade, pierre, watching him to make sure he does his work.
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Cousin Jeff speaks  
Gentleman Organized for Achieve-
ment and Leadership is hosting a 
Leadership Conference from 9:30 
a.m.-2:30 p.m. on Friday, April 
18. The keynote address will be 
given by BET’s Jeff Johnson. 
Breakout sessions will be by Jeff 
Johnson, Pastor Damon Lynch 
and Mr. Pickett Harrington. To 
attend you must sign up by April 
16 in Dorthy Day, ISS or Of-
fice of Multicultural Affairs.
Late Night Snack
Hungry for a late night snack? 
Come out for an IHOP breakfast 
treat at 10 p.m. on Thursday, 
April 17 in the  GSC Food Court. 
The snack is free to XU students. 
 
Spring concert
The XU Gospel Choir will be pre-
senting their annual spring concert 
from 6-8 p.m. on Sunday, April 20 
in the Cintas Banquet Room 2. 
Come and let your ears be graced 
with beautiful praise and worship 
songs. Many other featured art-
ists will be performing as well. 
AJ Gala
  
 Come out for an evening of 
celebration at the 36th Annual 
Antonio Johnson Scholarship 
Gala. The gala takes place from 
6-9 p.m. on Friday, April 18 in 
the Schiff Conference Center. The 
guest speaker will be Hamilton 
County’s Coroner, Dr. O’dell Ow-
ens. The event will honor a high 
achieving junior with a full tuition 
scholarship for their senior year.
. 
Dana’s fundraiser
Help two Xavier students spon-
sor their bike trip from North 
Carolina to San Diego with a 
program that raises money and 
awareness for affordable housing. 
Starting at 10 p.m. on Wednesday, 
April 16 at Dana Gardens a $5 
cover will buy $1 drafts all night.
Xavier, Faylor win laughs
emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Eight Xavier students beat out 
eight Ohio State students at the first 
Rooftop Comedy College Competi-
tion on Wednesday, April 9 at Go 
Bananas Comedy Club.  Xavier 
sophomore Reid Faylor was voted 
the winner after his routine about 
beards, strip solitaire and hitch-
hikers which he performed while 
playing his guitar.  
The event was hosted by Roof-
top Comedy, a production company 
that specializes in stand up comedy. 
This year was their first ever college 
competition and they visited 32 uni-
versities across the country looking 
for the funniest college students. 
The winners get a chance to go to 
Aspen, Colo. for the Rooftop Com-
edy Festival and a cash prize.   
The match-up between OSU 
and Xavier was a semi-final com-
petition. The comedy team from 
Xavier, comprised of seniors Ray 
O’Brien, Briana Hansen, Rosie 
Swan, Jaclyn Stenger, juniors Zach 
Berger, Mike Sause, Charles Galvin 
and sophomore Reid Faylor were 
not only funnier, but classier than 
all eight Ohio State students. 
Matt Starr from OSU started off 
the first of 16 five-minute stand-up 
Sophomore reid faylor at his audition with his trademark guitar. 
photo CourteSy www.rooftopComeDy.Com
Saturday, april 19
Story of the Year  $17.50
@ bogarts 




tuesday, april 22  
Van Halen  $49.50
@ uS bank arena  
friday, april 17 
Freekbass  $10
@ 20th Century theater
New Releases
the following discs are due for release on or after april 16.
Hannah Montana Best of Both Worlds (Disney) ... Mariah Carey 
E=MC2  (island) ... The Naked Brothers Band I Don’t Want to Go to 
School (Sony) ... Rupa and the April Fishes Extraordinary Rendition 
(CumbaCha) ...  Jordan Zevon Insides Out (new west records) 
     ...all dates are tentative.
routines with jokes about shaken 
babies and Alzheimer’s. Briana 
Hansen jump started the Xavier 
team with a bang and educated all 
of us about what Facebook stalking 
really is. She was followed by Ray 
O’Brien, who earned many laughs 
from the crowd when talking about 
his own political slogan. Having 
seen O’Brien’s stand up before, I’d 
have to say that this was his best 
material.
Senior Roise Swan came after 
offbeat OSU student Laura Sanders 
who had lots to say about McGruff 
the crime dog. Swan made the 
audience giggle about extra airport 
security and the “Guinness Book of 
World Records.”
Reid Faylor took the stage and 
earned some of the loudest and 
longest laughs of the night. Reid 
is certainly one-of-a-kind when it 
comes to stand-up style. He had 
some priceless phrases about kiss-
ing and standing up to one’s mother. 
Mike Sause entertained the crowd 
with his Bush impersonation and 
Jaclyn Stenger educated us about 
her run-ins with the men’s basket-
ball team. Charles Galvin’s routine 
included his version of his Olympic 
story complete with the “Chariots 
of Fire” theme song in the back-
ground. Zach Berger brought up the 
rear, and after countless Catholic 
jokes that were a theme of the night 
for many comedians, Berger was a 
breath of fresh air with his take on 
Judaism. 
Spliced between the Xavier rou-
tines were those of OSU students, 
but most of these proved too insig-
nificant or dirty to even mention. 
One comedian, who is listed as just 
Grande on the website, crossed one 
too many lines. Sorry, Grande, but 
rape and domestic abuse are just 
not funny. 
I was afraid OSU’s Matt Starr, 
who started out the night, was going 
to be the best they had to offer. But 
luckily I was wrong. Mark Lucas, 
whose routine about being from a 
small town and Adolf Hitler’s meth-
amphetamine dealer, won him the 
title of contest runner-up. He almost 
upstaged Faylor. 
Overall, I was immensely im-
pressed with the Xavier students’ 
ability to be funny, and even a little 
crude, but not to the extent of some 
of the cringe-worthy OSU routines. 
Even though Xavier students took 
many shots at OSU for their basket-
ball team’s appearance in the NIT 
this season, it was all in good fun. 
Starting April 21, voting on the 
Rooftop Comedy website will open. 
Each student’s routine will also be 
posted on the website for viewing. 
If Faylor gets voted into the top 
four, he will be guaranteed a spot at 
the festival in Aspen. It’s important 
to go to www.rooftopcomedy.com/
Xavier and vote for Reid Faylor!
Voices for 
Change
Last weekend’s presentation of 
“Voices for Change” by the Xavier 
Players featured 10 performance 
pieces written, directed and pro-
duced by over 30 Xavier students. 
The social justice-themed coun-
terpart of the Players’ Workshop 
production, “Voices for Change,” 
provides Xavier students an oppor-
tunity to showcase performance art 
that addresses challenging issues.
This year’s pieces covered an 
array of topics including homeless-
ness, sexuality and body image. 
One piece, “Eleanora,” incorpo-
rated both a dramatization and a 
slideshow to inform viewers about 
Christian Holocaust victims in Po-
land during World War II.
One of the edgiest pieces of the 
night, Molly Behan’s “Just Be-
cause...” wittily debunked gender 
stereotypes surrounding bisexual-
ity.  Senior April Sauline performed 
freshman Stephanie Tuke’s mono-
logue “Starving” while eating a bag 
of microwave popcorn.  “We’re 
poking fun at ourselves in these 
performances,” said Sauline, also 
the show’s co-producer.  “The show 
is about recognizing these issues 
and taking responsibility.”
While some of the acts were 
staged to provoke serious reflection, 
many of the performances con-
veyed their message using humor. 
One skit entitled “Color Wars” was 
set on Xavier’s campus and hinted 
at the absurdity of consumer charity 
campaigns as it portrayed students 
feuding to promote their social 
causes at the front tables of GSC.  
“Having students perform these 
pieces makes them more relevant,” 
said senior Rosie Swan, the pro-
gram’s producer.  Swan noted that 
many pieces came from personal 
experiences or depicted social jus-
tice issues in a very relatable way. 
“People notice things more when 
they see something close to them 
satirized,” said Swan.
Although the annual produc-
tion of “Voices for Change” is not 
limited to any particular form, this 
year’s show featured mostly poetry, 
monologues and sketches.  Past 
productions have included music, 
drumming and dance.  “The show 
has evolved tremendously since it 
started up in the early nineties,” said 
Sauline. “Each year’s program has 
its own feel.”  
nora heink
Staff Writer
The identity of the mysterious Tyler was finally revealed on Wednesday, 
april 9 in the GSC. tyler is one of the children treated at Cincinnati 
Children’s hospital, where the money raised by Dance marathon goes to 
each year.  here tyler poses with Xavier students on the DmC Committee 
(left to right) sophomores nikki lahni, Jen pietras, junior Jp boldt and 
sophomores Sandy Deibel and anne Genalo.
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Will miss: Physical Plant. 
Duh. Like we really had to ask. I 
will likely be calling them to fix 
my apartment no matter where 
I am in the continental United 
States.
Will not miss: The jerks who 
blare music really loudly all 
night long next to my bedroom. 
Shut up!
Will miss: Spontaneous naps 
in the middle of the afternoon. 
Will not miss: Constantly 
feeling tired because of ridiculous 
and chaotic sleeping habits.
Will miss: Annoying know-it-
alls who feel the need to constant-
ly share their skewed opinion with 
everyone in their classes.
Will not miss: Having class-
es.
Will miss: Having “It’s college” 
be the perfect excuse for making 
numerous poor life decisions.
Will not miss: Making numer-
ous poor life decisions.
april 16
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Will miss: Seven Dimension 
Man and all his eccentricities that 
have provided so much fuel for the 
ranting fires of Calendar City.
Will not miss: Seven Dimen-
sion Man. 
Will miss: Pulling all-nighters 
just for fun with friends.
Will not miss: Pulling all-
nighters to finish homework that 
has been badly procrastinated.
Quit touching each other outside 













so much to say, so little space to 
say it...
i’ll always be in your hearts (and 
watching you in your sleep).
Baby porcupines: The Baby sea 
otters of the land
Will miss: The cafeteria. It 
was always so much fun to go 
and spend hours eating plate 
after plate of crummy food with 
friends.
Will not miss: The cafeteria. 
It’s nice not having the runs.
Can you believe it? I’m sitting 
here quite emotional...because, dear 
friends, this is the absolute last 
Calendar City ever.
Even typing those words makes 
me feel nostalgic. That’s why the 
picture above is the very first pic-
ture I ever had in Calendar City 
with the very first caption I ever 
had. It didn’t make sense then and 
it doesn’t make sense now. Ah, 
the nonsense that is and has been 
Calendar City.
As a final farewell, I’ve decided 
to officially disregard all the (mil-
lions of) requests I get for different 
event notifications, and take this 
space to simply to talk about what 
I will miss and what I will not miss 
about being at Xavier.
i love love love love love love love 
for you loyal Calendar Citizens.
 Puppies are officially in mourning 
for Calendar City.
i hope i get to sleep more when 
i’m done living in college-land.
I think I’ll end this journey 
with (almost) the same words I 
used on Tuesday May 3, 2005 in 
this very column: Ah, the last Cal-
endar City entry ever. So many 
expectations. So little chance of 
me caring enough to live up to any 
of them. I hope this journey was 
sufficient for all, and best of luck 
to those departing seniors who 
have to face that scary whirlwind 
beyond. 
Will miss: The Village. My 
beautiful, quaint, three-year 
home that has provided me with 
so many memories.
Will not miss: Crossing Dana 
Avenue. I’m going to enjoy not 
sprinting for my life every time I 
want to get to campus.
Will miss: A bar like Dana’s 
where everybody know’s your 
name (and your room number in 
the Village...giggidy goo!).
Will not miss: Walking 75 
miles uphill both ways for a some-
what local bar only to sober up by 
the time I walk back home.
Already miss: Soupies.
Will miss: Having my neigh-
bors be my best friends who can 
just swing by to hang out at any 
given time.
Will not miss: People fondling 
each other outside of classrooms 
before classes as if they can’t be 
apart for five minutes.
Will miss: Walking around 
campus all hours of the night for 
spontaneous adventures.
Will not miss: Constantly liv-
ing in fear of getting a ticket on 
my car at any given time.
Will miss: Calendar City, of 
course. My favorite part of the 
week for three plus years...
